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2014.22 Brigadier-General Raymond Brutinel fonds

Summary information

Repository: Musée Héritage Museum

Title: Brigadier-General Raymond Brutinel fonds

Reference code: 2014.22

Date: 1882 - 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 45 cm of textual and other materials.

Language: English

Language: French

Dates of creation,
revision and deletion:

Fonds arranged and described May 2015.

Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note

Brigadier-General Raymond Pierre Marc Brutinel was born May 6, 1882 in Alet-les-Bains, Aude,
France. His father was Louis Brutinel and his mother was Louise Maury. In 1903, Brutinel married Marie
Calamun (1882-1952). They divorced in 1907 but continued to live together. Brutinel had a daughter,
Raymonde (b. 1905) and two sons, Roger (b. 1904) and Pierre (b. 1909).
In 1904, Brutinel and his family moved to Canada. They settled in Edmonton, Alberta but Brutinel
also bought property in St. Albert. During his time in Alberta, Brutinel served as editor for Le Courrier
de L’Ouest, Alberta’s first French language newspaper. He also surveyed routes and resources for the
development of the Grand Trunk Railway. He discovered the coal-rich region around Pembina and is
considered the founder of the area known as the Coal Branch. Brutinel was also instrumental in building
the Interurban Railway between Edmonton and St. Albert, which ran until 1914.
In 1913, Brutinel and his family moved to Westmount, Montreal. At the start of World War I, Brutinel
joined the Canadian army and pioneered the formation of a mobile motorized machine gun unit, financing
it himself and soliciting donations from other wealthy citizens in Montreal, Ottawa, and Winnipeg. In
August 24, 1914, Brutinel enrolled the first recruits for the Canadian Motor Machine Gun Brigade, which
was the first fully mechanized unit of the British Empire. The Motor Machine Gun Brigade played a
significant role in many battles, including Vimy, Canal de Nord, and Somme.
At the end of World War I, in 1919, Brutinel returned to Westmount, Montreal, only to discover that his
lawyer had lost all of his assets. Brutinel moved to France in the same year where he worked and invested
in different businesses including the Schneider-Creusot Company and the Banque Adam, and purchased
several properties and vineyards. Between 1939-1945, during World War II, Brutinel worked with the
French Resistance and developed an underground network to aid escaped prisoners of war and downed
airmen, as well as send messages.
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Brutinel won many military awards, including the Distinguished Service Order (1916), Officier de la
Legion d’Honneur (1918), Order of St Michael and St George (1918), Order of the Bath (1919), Croix
de Guerre with stars and palm (1919), Commandeur de la Legion d’Honneur (1926). He earned seven
citations to the Order of the British Army between 1916-1919, two citations to the Order of the French
Army (1918), and a citation to the Order of the 42nd D.I. delivered by General Deville (1918). Brutinel
was a naturalized Canadian citizen. He died on September 21, 1964 in his Chateau near Couloume-
Mondebat, Gares, in France.
Main source for biographical note from: Baylaucq, Dominique, and Jacques Baylaucq. Brutinel: The
Extraordinary Story of a French Citizen Brigadier-General in the Canadian Army. Trans. Shelley
Pomerance. St Albert: Arts and Heritage Foundation of St. Albert, 2014.

Custodial history

The records were originally in the custody of Raymond Brutinel. After his death, custody transferred
to his family. All records created after Brutinel's death were accumulated by the Brutinel family. Most
of these records were then lent to Jacques and Dominique Baylaucq in France, who were conducting
research on Raymond Brutinel in order to write his biography. All records were donated to the Musée by
Brutinel's granddaughter, Anne Robillard, in 2014. Anne Robillard sent the records in her custody from
Quebec, and the Baylaucqs sent the records in their custody from France.

Scope and content

The fonds consists of photographs and postcards, Brutinel's personal papers, documents related to his
properties, his family papers, and research material about his life. The photographs and postcards depict
Brutinel, his family, his properties, and the Canadian Motor Machine Gun Corps. Brutinel's personal
papers include records created during his lifetime, 1882-1964, which include general correspondence,
operation reports from WWI, manuscripts and histories of the Machine Gun Corps, related newspaper
articles, military and civic honours and certificates, and photographs. There are also legal and financial
documents, maps and plans, and correspondence about purchase and sale of properties, Chateau de
Couloume and Chateau de Bordaberry. Family papers include condolence letters and a collection of
Brutinel's obituary from different newspapers. The research materials include different biographical
sketches and manuscripts about Brutinel, genealogical research, and the Brutinels' marriage and divorce
information. This fonds is arranged into five series: Photographs and postcards, Personal papers, Property,
Family papers, and Research.

Notes

Title notes
• Source of title proper: Title based on the contents of the fonds.
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Immediate source of acquisition

Gift of Anne Robillard, 2014.

Arrangement

Arrangement based on the item list provided by Dominique and Jacques Baylaucq.

Restrictions on access

No restrictions on access.

Finding aids

Item list by Dominique and Jacques Baylaucq available.

Related material

Related collection items can be found in the collections database.

Other notes

• Publication status: published
• Institution identifier: 2014.22

Access points

• Brutinel, Raymond, Brigadier-General (subject)
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Military (subject)
• World War I (subject)
• World War II (subject)
• St. Albert (place)
• Edmonton (place)
• France (place)

Series descriptions

Photographs and postcards series
Date: 1882 - 1964, 1971 - 2011 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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This series consists of photographs, postcards, and slides depicting Brutinel, his family, the 1st
Automobile Machine Gun Brigade, and Brutinel's properties in France (Chateau du Couloume,
Chateau de Bordaberry, and the La Hutte villa). The series contains 2014.22.01 to 2014.22.102.

Physical description: 89 photographs : b&w and colour ; 35.4 x 43.2 cm or smaller, and 13 col. slides.

Note [generalNote]:

Oversize photographs (2014.22.06 to 2014.22.15) have been separated and stored in Map cabinet 37-3,
Drawer 3.

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

Publication status:

published

File / item list

Reference code Title Dates Physical description
2014.22.01 Item - Standing portrait of Brutinel in

uniform
1919 1 photograph : b&w ; 20.5 x 27.1

cm.

Scope and content:

This is a black and white reproduction of a coloured painting of Brutinel standing in military uniform.
The original painting is by William Logsdail.

2014.22.02 Item - Brutinel with Canadian Machine
Gun Brigade Staff

11 Nov. 1919 1 photograph : b&w ; 20.5 x 25.9
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts Brutinel in military uniform seated with four members of his Machine Gun
Brigade standing behind him. From left to right: Captain J.K. Lawson, Major J.D. Foster, Captain M.R.
Lever (Marshall), and Lieutenant P.M. Hume. An inscription on the photograph reads "G.O.C. Canadian
Machine Gun and Staff--11th Nov"

2014.22.03 Item - Portrait of Marie Calamun [1914 - 1919] 1 photograph : b&w ; 12.2 x 17.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts Marie Calamun, Brutinel's wife, posing with a white lace veil on her head.

2014.22.04 Item - Postcard of Chateau du Couloume [195- - 1964] 1 photograph : b&w ; 10.4 x 15
cm.

Scope and content:

The postcard depicts a photograph of the Chateau du Couloume estate in Couloume-Mondebat, France,
which Brutinel purchased in 1953 and remained at until his death in 1964.

2014.22.05 Item - Plaque commemorating Brutinel
and the Canadian Machine Gun Brigade

ca. 1919 1 photograph : b&w ; 25.5 x 20.8
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts the commemoration plaques in the Chateau Laurier, Ottawa. On the top of the
plaque, there is a circular relief of Brutinel and a relief showing Canadian machine guns on Vimy Ridge.
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The plaque commemorates the Canadian Machine Gun Corps commanded by Brigadier-General R.
Brutinel, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., and the memory of the members of the Canadian Machine Gun Corps
who died on active service and in honour of those who served 1914-1919. A smaller plaque underneath
reads "In the Chateau Laurier, the Canadian Machine Gun Corps had its beginning--Here in August 1914,
Major Raymond Brutinel enrolled the first recruits for the Corps."

2014.22.06 Item - Brutinel's armoured vehicle beside a
1956 tank

1956 1 photograph : b&w ; 26 x 34.3
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts the armoured vehicle designed by Brutinel in 1914 driving alongside a 1956
tank. General F.F. Worthington is driving the armoured vehicle. A caption reads "Quarante-deux ans se
sont ecoules entre le char blinde Canadien de Brutinel de 1914 et le char d'assaut de 1956" (Forty-two
years have elapsed between the Canadian armoured tank of Brutinel of 1914 and the tank of 1956.)

Note [generalNote]:

Stored in Map cabinet 37-3, Drawer 3.

2014.22.07 Item - Vehicles of the 1st Canadian
Automobile Machine Gun Brigade moving
to the Rockcliffe Ranges, Ottawa.

23 Sept. 1914 1 photograph : b&w ; 35.4 x 43.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts six vehicles of the 1st Canadian Automobile Machine Gun Brigade moving to
the Rockcliffe Ranges, Ottawa, for inspection by the Governor General. All variants of the 20 trucks
purchased from the Auto Car Company of Ardmore, Pennsylvania, can be seen. Right to left: officers'
liaison vehicle, "Auto Car" armoured car, couple of general transport vehicles, shop van, and ambulance.
This photograph was taken by the Surveyor General's Office in Ottawa.

2014.22.08 Item - Line up of six vehicles [1914 - 1919] 1 photograph : b&w ; 35.4 x 43.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts six vehicles of the 1st Automobile Machine Gun Brigade commanded by
Brutinel parked side by side in a field, with the drivers facing the front. From right to left: the lead
vehicle, armoured vehicle, three transport vehicles, and a field ambulance. The photograph was taken by
the Surveyor General's Office in Ottawa.

2014.22.09 Item - Armoured vehicle from 1st
Automobile Machine Gun Brigade

[1914 - 1919] 1 photograph : b&w ; 35.4 x 43.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts an armoured vehicle from the 1st Automobile Machine Gun Brigade, which was
commanded by Brutinel. The vehicle is manned by two drivers in the front and four gunners in the back.
Several different vehicles are parked in the background. This photograph was taken by the Surveyor
General's Office in Ottawa.

2014.22.10 Item - Field ambulance from 1st
Automobile Machine Gun Brigade

[1914 - 1919] 1 photograph : b&w ; 35.4 x 43.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a field ambulance from the 1st Automobile Machine Gun Brigade, which was
commanded by Brutinel. There are two men sitting in the front seat and two men standing beside the
ambulance. Stencilled on the side is "1st A.M.G.B. Ottawa, A Battery O.C." This photograph was taken
by the Surveyor General's Office in Ottawa.

2014.22.11 Item - Military parade of armoured
vehicles

[1914 - 1919] 1 photograph : b&w ; 35.4 x 43.2
cm.

Scope and content:
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This photograph depicts a parade of the armoured vehicles of the Motor Machine Gun Brigade along
Rideau Street in Ottawa, going in front of Chateau Laurier where the first recruits were enrolled in 1914.
This photograph was taken by the Surveyor General's Office in Ottawa.

2014.22.12 Item - Transport vehicle from 1st
Automobile Machine Gun Brigade

[1914 - 1919] 1 photograph : b&w ; 35.4 x 43.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a transport vehicle from the 1st Automobile Machine Gun Brigade. which
was commanded by Brutinel. Two men are sitting in the front seat. This photograph was taken by the
Surveyor General's Office in Ottawa.

2014.22.13 Item - Vehicle from 1st Automobile
Machine Gun Brigade

[1914 - 1919] 1 photograph : b&w ; 35.4 x 43.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a vehicle from the 1st Automobile Machine Gun Brigade. which was
commanded by Brutinel. Two men are sitting in the front seat and two men in the back seat. Stencilled on
the side of the car is "1st A.M.G.B. Ottawa, A Battery O.C." This photograph was taken by the Surveyor
General's Office in Ottawa.

2014.22.14 Item - Fuel vehicle from 1st Automobile
Machine Gun Brigade

[1914 - 1919] 1 photograph : b&w ; 35.4 x 43.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a fuel vehicle from the 1st Automobile Machine Gun Brigade. which was
commanded by Brutinel. Two men are sitting in the front seat and the back of the vehicle holds six oil
drums. Stencilled on the side of the car is "1st A.M.G.B., Ottawa, Fuel" This photograph was taken by
the Surveyor General's Office in Ottawa.

2014.22.15 Item - Portrait of Brutinel ca. 1940 1 photograph : b&w ; 28 x 35.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This is a formal portrait of Raymond Brutinel.

Note [generalNote]:

Stored in Map cabinet 37-3, Drawer 3.

2014.22.16 Item - Portrait of Brutinel in Edmonton [1904 - 1913] 1 photograph : b&w ; 15.2 x 23.4
cm.

Scope and content:

This is a portrait of Raymond Brutinel taken in Edmonton, Alberta.

2014.22.17 Item - Portrait of Marie Calamun standing [1904 - 1913] 1 photograph : b&w ; 11.8 x 17.4
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts Marie Calamun, Brutinel's wife, wearing a floor-length white dress and posing
beside a vase of flowers.

2014.22.18 Item - Brutinel standing in military
uniform

1916 1 photograph : b&w ; 11.3 x 19.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts Brutinel standing in his military uniform holding a cane.

2014.22.19 Item - Brutinel in military uniform 1916 1 photograph : b&w ; 11.8 x 17.4
cm.

Scope and content:
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This photograph depicts Brutinel seated, wearing his military uniform without the cap.

2014.22.20 Item - Seated portrait of Brutinel in
military uniform

1916 1 photograph : b&w ; 16.6 x 21.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts Brutinel seated, wearing his military uniform and cap. An inscription on the
photograph reads "A mon grand Roger, Papa."

2014.22.21 Item - Brutinel seated on a boat deck [1928 - 1931] 1 photograph : b&w ; 4.5 x 6.6
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts Brutinel sitting on the railing of a boat deck with his legs crossed, smoking a
cigarette.

2014.22.22 Item - Seated portrait of Brutinel 1931 1 photograph : b&w ; 12 x 17.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This is a portrait of Brutinel seated, wearing a suit.

2014.22.23 Item - Brutinel sitting on a bench with
Dominique Baylaucq

July 1942 1 photograph : b&w ; 6.5 x 10.8
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts Brutinel sitting outside on a bench with a young Dominique Baylaucq beside
him. The photograph was taken in Pau, France.

2014.22.24 Item - Profile portrait of Brutinel 1940 1 photograph : b&w ; 4.5 x 5.7
cm.

Scope and content:

This is a portrait of Brutinel's profile, which was used for his safe-conduct papers at the end of the
Second World War.

2014.22.25 Item - Drawing of Brutinel in military
uniform

1919 1 photograph : b&w ; 15.2 x 17.8
cm.

Scope and content:

This is a drawing of Brutinel in military uniform. And inscription on the bottom reads "Brig. Gen. R.
Brutinel, C.B.. C.M.G., D.S.O."

2014.22.26 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Chair

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 9.5 x 14.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a chair from the interior of the Chauteau du Couloume.

2014.22.27 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Buddha sculpture

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 9.5 x 14.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a small Buddha sculpture on a counter from the interior of the Chauteau du
Couloume.

2014.22.28 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Wooden sideboard

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 9.5 x 14.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a wooden sideboard from the interior of the Chauteau du Couloume.
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2014.22.29 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Furniture in dining room

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 8.8 x 11.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a table and chairs in the dining room of the Chauteau du Couloume.

2014.22.30 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Cabinet

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 9.5 x 14.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a wooden cabinet from the interior of the Chauteau du Couloume.

2014.22.31 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Low cabinet

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 9.5 x 14.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a low wooden cabinet from the interior of the Chauteau du Couloume.

2014.22.32 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Stone sculpture

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 9.5 x 14.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a carved stone sculpture of what appears to be Buddha flanked by two smaller
figures from the interior of the Chauteau du Couloume.

2014.22.33 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Chinese screen wall decoration

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 8.8 x 11.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a Chinese screen wall decoration of a painting of scenery and people from the
interior of the Chauteau du Couloume.

2014.22.34 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Chinese screen, right side

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 9.5 x 14.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a close up of the right side of the Chinese screen wall decoration. The screen
is painted with scenery of mountains and trees with groups of people by a lake. The screen is from the
interior of the Chauteau du Couloume.

2014.22.35 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Chinese screen, left side

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 9.5 x 14.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a close up of the left side of the Chinese screen wall decoration. The screen is
painted with scenery of mountains and trees as well as a group of people in a pavilion. The screen is from
the interior of the Chauteau du Couloume.

2014.22.36 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Furniture in sitting room

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 9 x 12.6
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts Chinese furniture in the sitting room of the Chauteau du Couloume.

2014.22.37 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Lamp in sitting room

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 9.5 x 14.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a lamp in the sitting room of the Chauteau du Couloume.

2014.22.38 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Decoration in sitting room

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 9.5 x 14.2
cm.

Scope and content:
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This photograph depicts a chair and decoration in the sitting room of the Chauteau du Couloume.

2014.22.39 Item - Brutinel in his office in Chateau du
Couloume

May 6, 1964 1 photograph : b&w ; 8 x 10.7 cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts Brutinel seated at his desk in his office in Chateau de Couloume reading and
smoking a cigarette. An inscription on the back of photograph reads "Papa, 82 ans, 6.5.64"

2014.22.40 Item - Raymonde, Roger, and Pierre
Brutinel

[1911 - 1915] 1 photograph : b&w ; 11 x 15.8
cm.

Scope and content:

This is a portrait of Brutinel's three children. Raymonde and Roger are seated on the bench, and Pierre is
standing on the right. An inscription on the back reads "Roger, 8 ans; Raymonde, 6 ans; Pierre, 4 ans."

2014.22.41 Item - Painting of Brutinel in military
uniform

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 10.7 x
14.3 cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a coloured painting of Brutinel in military uniform hanging on the wall of
Brutinel's office in Chateau du Couloume.

2014.22.42 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Brutinel's office wall

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 10.7 x
14.3 cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a wall in Brutinel's office in the Chateau du Couloume. A painting of Brutinel
is military uniform is hanging on the wall. To the right of the painting is a small image of the Canadian
Motor Machine Gun Brigade badge in red. Underneath is a portrait of who appears to be Sir Arthur
Currie.

2014.22.43 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Dining room

1960 1 photograph : b&w ; 7.6 x 11.3
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts the chairs and table, sideboard, and decor in the dining room of Chateau du
Couloume.

2014.22.44 Item - Interior of Chateau du Couloume -
Gothic-style furniture

1960 1 photograph : colour ; 9.5 x 14.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a Gothic-style wooden sideboard in Chateau du Couloume.

2014.22.45 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
Well

1971 1 photograph : b&w ; 12.2 x 17.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts well in the courtyard of Chateau du Couloume.

2014.22.46 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
Walkway of round courtyard closeup

1971 1 photograph : b&w ; 12.2 x 17.2
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a closeup of the covered walkway around the round courtyard of Chateau du
Couloume.

2014.22.47 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
Storage and walkway of round courtyard

1971 1 photograph : b&w ; 17.8 x 23
cm.

Scope and content:
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This photograph depicts the covered storage area and walkway around the round courtyard of Chateau du
Couloume.

2014.22.48 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
North facade and entrance courtyard

1964 1 photograph : b&w ; 18.2 x 23.8
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts the northern facade and the entrance courtyard of the Chateau du Couloume.

2014.22.49 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume 1964 1 photograph : b&w ; 16.7 x 21.8
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts the exterior of Chateau du Couloume from a distance.

2014.22.50 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume
from distance

1971 1 photograph : colour ; 17.6 x
23.8 cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts the exterior of Chateau du Couloume from a distance.

2014.22.51 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
Doorway

August 1977 1 photograph : colour ; 8.8 x 13.8
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a doorway of Chateau du Couloume.

2014.22.52 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
Doors

August 1977 1 photograph : colour ; 8.8 x 13.8
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts two exterior doors of Chateau du Couloume.

2014.22.53 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume 1971 1 photograph : b&w ; 9.2 x 14 cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts the exterior of Chateau du Couloume.

2014.22.55 Item - Postcard with aerial view of
Chateau du Couloume

1962 1 photograph : b&w ; 10.8 x 14.9
cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts an aerial view of the exterior of Chateau du Couloume with a new roof.

2014.22.54 Item - Aerial view of Chateau du
Couloume

1964 1 photograph : b&w ; 10 x 14.8
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts an aerial view of the south side of the exterior of Chateau du Couloume.

2014.22.56 Item - Postcard with aerial view of Alets-
les-Bains

1980 1 photograph : colour : 10.5 x 15
cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts an aerial view of Alets-les-Bains, where Brutinel was born. An inscription on the
back of the postcard reads "49 km de Castelnaudary, bonne route. 30 km de Carcassonne - ouest sus
l'[auto]-route."

2014.22.57 Item - Postcard of ruins in Alet-les-Bains 1980 1 photograph : colour : 10.5 x
14.8 cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts ruins of an Cathedral in Alet-les-Bains.
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2014.22.58 Item - Postcard of Brutinel's house in Alet-
les-Bains

1980 1 photograph : colour : 10.5 x
14.8 cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts Brutinel's house in Alet-les-Bains before restorations.

2014.22.59 Item - Postcard of Brutinel's house in Alet-
les-Bains after restoration

1980 1 photograph : colour : 10.5 x
14.8 cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts Brutinel's house in Alet-les-Bains after restorations. There is an inscription on the
back of the postcard.

2014.22.60 Item - Closeup of Brutinel's gravestone Dec. 1964 1 photograph : colour : 8.8 x 11.6
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts Brutinel's gravestone in Couloume-Mondebat. The gravestone includes the
outline of a cross and the words "General Raymond Brutinel, 1882-1964."

2014.22.61 Item - Gravestone of Brutinel Dec. 1964 1 photograph : colour : 12.5 x 13
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts Brutinel's burial plot with the gravestone and flowers in Couloume-Mondebat.

2014.22.62 Item - Closeup of Brutinel's gravestone Dec. 1964 1 photograph : colour : 16 x 21
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a closeup of Brutinel's gravestone and flowers, taken in Couloume-Mondebat.

2014.22.63 Item - Exterior of Chateau de Bordaberry -
View from the sea

July 1945 1 photograph : b&w : 8.5 x 13.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts the exterior view of Chateau de Bordaberry from the sea.

2014.22.64 Item - Exterior of Chateau de Bordaberry July 1945 1 photograph : b&w : 12.5 x 17.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts the exterior view of Chateau de Bordaberry from the front.

2014.22.65 Item - Postcard with aerial view of
Chateau de Bordaberry

1960 1 photograph : colour : 10.5 x 15
cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts an aerial view of the Chateau de Bordaberry with the pediment.

2014.22.66 Item - Postcard with view of Chateau de
Bordaberry from the left

1960 1 photograph : colour : 10.5 x 15
cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts an aerial view of the Chateau de Bordaberry from the left.

2014.22.67 Item - Postcard with view of Chateau de
Bordaberry from the right

1960 1 photograph : b&w : 10.4 x 14.8
cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts an aerial view of the Chateau de Bordaberry from the right.

2014.22.68 Item - Postcard of Chateau de
Bordaberry's garden

1960 1 photograph : b&w : 8.5 x 14 cm.
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Scope and content:

This postcard depicts Chateau de Bordaberry's garden and pavilion.

2014.22.69 Item - Postcard of Chateau de
Bordaberry's pavilion from the front

1960 1 photograph : b&w : 9 x 14 cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts the front exterior of Chateau de Bordaberry's pavilion.

2014.22.70 Item - Postcard of Chateau de
Bordaberry's pavilion from the right

1960 1 photograph : b&w : 9 x 14 cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts the exterior of Chateau de Bordaberry's pavilion as seen from the right side.

2014.22.71 Item - Postcard of Chateau de
Bordaberry's pavilion

1960 1 photograph : b&w : 9 x 14 cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts the exterior of Chateau de Bordaberry's pavilion as seen from the front.

2014.22.72 Item - Postcard of Chateau de
Bordaberry's pavilion with walkway

1960 1 photograph : b&w : 9 x 14 cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts the exterior of Chateau de Bordaberry's pavilion, including the second-floor
walkway that connects the pavilion to the main building.

2014.22.73 Item - Postcard of Chateau de
Bordaberry's outbuilding

1960 1 photograph : b&w : 9 x 14 cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts the exterior of Chateau de Bordaberry's outbuilding.

2014.22.74 Item - Postcard of Chateau de
Bordaberry's refectory

1960 1 photograph : b&w : 9 x 14 cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts the exterior of Chateau de Bordaberry's refectory as seen from the right side.

2014.22.75 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
Round courtyard

May 1974 1 slide : colour : 35 mm.

Scope and content:

This slide depicts the round courtyard in Chateau du Couloume.

2014.22.76 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
Round courtyard

August 1982 1 slide : colour : 35 mm.

Scope and content:

This slide depicts the round courtyard in Chateau du Couloume.

2014.22.77 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
Bridge and moat

May 1974 1 slide : colour : 35 mm.

Scope and content:

This slide depicts the bridge at the entrance to Chateau du Couloume over a moat.

2014.22.78 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
Bridge

May 1974 1 slide : colour : 35 mm.

Scope and content:

This slide depicts the bridge at the entrance to Chateau du Couloume over a moat.
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2014.22.79 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
Renovations on exterior

May 1959 1 slide : colour : 35 mm.

Scope and content:

This slide depicts the exterior of the Chateau du Couloume with renovations in progress.

2014.22.80 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
View from the deck

1974 1 slide : colour : 35 mm.

Scope and content:

This slide depicts the exterior of the Chateau du Couloume as seen from the deck.

2014.22.81 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
Renovations

1958 1 slide : colour : 35 mm.

Scope and content:

This slide depicts the exterior of the Chateau du Couloume with renovations in progress.

2014.22.82 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume -
Renovations

1959 1 slide : colour : 35 mm.

Scope and content:

This slide depicts the exterior of the Chateau du Couloume with renovations in progress.

2014.22.83 Item - Exterior of Chateau du Couloume
and people

1958 1 slide : colour : 35 mm.

Scope and content:

This slide depicts the exterior of the Chateau du Couloume with a group of people standing in front.

2014.22.84 Item - Brutinel at Villa Aguerian 1954 1 slide : colour : 35 mm.

Scope and content:

This slide depicts Brutinel standing outside at Villa Aguerian.

2014.22.85 Item - Brutinel at Villa Aguerian 1954 1 slide : colour : 35 mm.

Scope and content:

This slide depicts Brutinel standing outside at Villa Aguerian.

2014.22.86 Item - Brutinel and Dominique Baylaucq
at Villa Aguerian

1957 1 slide : colour : 35 mm.

Scope and content:

This slide depicts Brutinel standing outside at Villa Aguerian with Dominique Baylaucq.

2014.22.87 Item - Exterior of Chateau de Bordaberry -
View from the driveway

2011 1 slide : colour : 35 mm.

Scope and content:

This slide depicts the front exterior of Chateau de Bordaberry as seen from the driveway.

2014.22.102 Item - Exterior of Chateau Lescombes 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 14 x 8.8 cm.

Scope and content:

This postcard depicts the exterior of Chateau Lascombes near Margaux. Brutinel acquired this property in
1926.

File - La Hutte 30 Nov. 1926, 1964
- 1965

14 photographs : b&w ; 23.3 x
29.5 cm, and 3 cards.

Scope and content:

This file consists of interior and exterior photographs of the villa, La Hutte, taken in 1926. Brutinel and
his family lived in this villa at Rue de Fontaines in Sevres in 1923. Brutinel named it after the Chateau
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La Hutte near Armentieres where he had spent time on the front in December 1915. The villa was later
sold to the Fagard family. This file also includes three cards: a greeting card annotated by Brutinel, one
Christmas card from Madame Fagard from 1965, and a letter of condolence from Madame Fagard to
Pierre Brutinel at the death of his father sent on Dec. 23, 1964. This file contains photographs 2014.22.88
to 2014.22.101

2014.22.88 Item - Exterior of La Hutte 30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts the exterior of La Hutte as seen from the right side of the front lawn. There is an
inscription in French on the back of the photograph written by Madame Fagard.

2014.22.89 Item - Exterior of La Hutte 30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts the exterior of La Hutte as seen from the left side of the front lawn.

2014.22.90 Item - Garden on the grounds of La Hutte 30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts garden on the grounds of La Hutte with a black dog lying on the ground.

2014.22.91 Item - Decorative columns in the garden of
La Hutte

30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts decorative columns along a walkway in the garden on the grounds of La Hutte.

2014.22.92 Item - Interior of La Hutte - Organ 30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts an organ in La Hutte.

2014.22.93 Item - Interior of La Hutte - Steinway
piano

30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a Steinway piano in a sitting room in La Hutte.

2014.22.94 Item - Interior of La Hutte - Sitting room
left side

30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This is a photograph of the flowers, decor, and furniture in the left side of the sitting room in La Hutte.

2014.22.95 Item - Interior of La Hutte - Sitting room
right side

30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This is a photograph of the flowers, decor, and furniture on the right side of the sitting room in La Hutte.

2014.22.96 Item - Interior of La Hutte - Sitting room
musical wall decorations

30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This is a photograph of a wall in the sitting room in La Hutte with various string instruments hung on the
wall, including violins and lyres.

2014.22.97 Item - Interior of La Hutte - Couch in
sitting room

30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.
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Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a couch in the Louis XV style in the sitting room in La Hutte.

2014.22.98 Item - Interior of La Hutte - Office and
library

30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a desk, fireplace and mantle, and shelves of books in the office in La Hutte.

2014.22.99 Item - Interior of La Hutte - Bedroom 30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a bedroom in the style of Louis XVI in La Hutte.

2014.22.100 Item - Interior of La Hutte - Entranceway 30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts an armchair in the Louis XV style and a showcase with various China sculptures
in the entranceway of La Hutte.

2014.22.101 Item - Interior of La Hutte - Furniture at
entranceway

30 Nov. 1926 1 photograph : b&w ; 23.3 x 29.5
cm.

Scope and content:

This photograph depicts a wooden table with flowers, a China plate and vase by the entranceway of La
Hutte.

Personal papers
Date: 1882 - 1964 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series consists of Brutinel's personal papers, which includes correspondence, reports, and
interview transcripts concerning his World War I service; correspondence and newspaper articles
related to his World War II activities; military and civic certificates and distinctions; his passport
and identity card; general correspondence; and 3 hard-cover volumes of his history on the Canadian
Machine Gun Corp. The series is arranged into 6 files: World War I service (2014.22.103), World War
II activities (2014.22.104), Decorations and distinction (2014.22.105), Civil documents (2014.22.106),
Banque Adam (2014.22.107), and Correspondence (2014.22.108).

Physical description: 30 cm of textual records.

Language of the material:

English

French

Note [generalNote]:

7 newspapers and 5 oversize certificates have been separated and stored in Map cabinet 37-3, Drawer
3.

Access points:
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• Textual record (documentary form)

Publication status:

published

File / item list

Reference code Title Dates Physical description
2014.22.103 File - World War I Service 1914 - 1958 25 cm textual records.

Scope and content:

This file consists of records related to Brutinel's service in World War I. The file includes correspondence
from 1914-1915; Brutinel's army correspondence book; a report titled "Interim Report on the Operations
of the Canadian Corps during the year 1918" written by Brutinel in 1918; a record of operations that took
place on August 8-10, 1918; a newspaper article and photographs from the unveiling of the memorial
plaque in Chateau Laurier in 1958; manuscripts of "Regimental History of the 11th Machine Gun
Battalion" by Lt. Col. Francis Layton; transcripts of Brutinel's interview with CBC about the Machine
Gun Corps; and the 3-volume set of "The History of the Canadian Machine Gun Corps, CEF" from 1919,
written by Major H.T. Logan, Captain M.R. Levey, and assisted by Brutinel.

2014.22.104 File - World War II Activities 1940 - 1945 .5 cm of textual records.

Scope and content:

This file consists of correspondence, documents, and newspaper articles related to Brutinel's activities
during World War II. It includes correspondence from Marie Calamun to Jeanne Baylaucq, documents
for safe passage for Brutinel in France, a telegraph from Buckingham palace, and newspaper articles and
a photograph of Sir Winston Churchill's stay at Brutinel's Chateau de Bordaberry in 1945.

2014.22.105 File - Decorations and distinctions - WWI,
WWII, and Civic

1916 - 1961 1 cm of textual records.

Scope and content:

This file consists of certificates and correspondence of the various decorations and distinctions Brutinel
received related to his World War I and World War II service, as well as civic honours. The military
decorations and awards include: nine citations between 1916-1919; the Order of St Michael and St
George (1918); Officier de la Legion d’Honneur (1918); Order of St Maurice and Lazarus (1918); Order
of the Bath (1919); Commandeur de la Legion d’Honneur (1926); Croix D'Officier du Merite Agricole
(1947); Medaille de la Recconnaissance Francaise (1952). Brutinel also received lifetime membership to
the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy Fifty-Year club in 1961.

Note [generalNote]:

5 oversize certificates and 1 bulletin have been separated and stored in Map cabinet 37-3, Drawer 3.

2014.22.106 File - Civil documents 1882, 1945 - 1964 .5 cm of textual records.

Scope and content:

This file consists of Brutinel's civil and government documents, including his birth certificate, three voter
registration cards, his French identity card issued in 1944, his French passport used between 1950-1954,
and a disability card issued in 1957. There are also documents concerning Brutinel's burial plot and his
death certificate.

2014.22.107 File - Banque Adam 1952 .2 cm of textual records.

Scope and content:

This file consists of Brutinel's account of his resignation as president of Banque Adam in March 12, 1929
and the results of the investigation of Albert Oustric's management of the bank, published in 1952.

2014.22.108 File - Correspondence 1941 - 1964 10 cm of textual records.
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Scope and content:

This file consists of general correspondence of Brutinel. These include correspondence with Jeanne
Baylaucq, 1941-1949, 1955-1960; the Canadian Machine Gun Corps Club, 1954-1961; Leonce Dussarat
(Leon des Landes), 1949, 1959; Major Harry Logan, 1952-1964; Mark Marshall, 1956-1964; Mr.
Powley with the CBC, 1962-1963; correspondence regarding Brutinel's burial arrangements, 1963; and
correspondence about the development of the flag of Canada, 1964. This file is organized chronologically
by the name of the correspondent.

Note [generalNote]:

4 newspaper periodicals have been separated and stored in Map cabinet 37-3, Drawer 3.

Property series
Date: 1944 - 1967 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series consists of correspondence, legal documents, and maps and plans related to Chateau du
Couloume and Chateau de Bordaberry. The series is arranged into two files: Chateau du Couloume
(2014.22.109) and Bordaberry (2014.22.110).

Physical description: 2 cm of textual records.

Language of the material:

French

Note [generalNote]:

12 maps are separated and stored in Map cabinet 37-3, Drawer 3.

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Publication status:

published

File / item list

Reference code Title Dates Physical description
2014.22.109 File - Chateau du Couloume 1951 - 1967 1 cm of textual records.

Scope and content:

This file consists of correspondence and a brief history of Chateau du Couloume. Brutinel bought this
estate in 1953 and he lived here until his death in 1964.

2014.22.110 File - Bordaberry 1944 - 1945, 1956 -
1957

1 cm of textual records ; 12 maps.

Scope and content:

This file consists of correspondence, legal and financial documents, and maps and plans of Chauteau de
Bordaberry. The records from 1944-1945 concern Brutinel's purchase of additional lands to add to the
property. The records from 1956-1957 concern the sale of Bordaberry, which became a medical centre
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for children known as L'Enfant Roi. The maps and plans depict an aerial view of Bordaberry grounds, its
surrounding properties, and layout of the buildings in the estate.

Note [generalNote]:

12 maps are separated and stored in Map cabinet 37-3, Drawer 3.

Family papers series
Date: 1964, 1978 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series consists of condolence letters written to Pierre Brutinel at the death of his father and a
collection of newspaper clippings of obituaries for Brutinel, 1964. There is also correspondence
between the Commonwealth War Graves Commission and Pierre in 1978 regarding his father's
gravestone. This series is comprised of file 2014.22.111.

Physical description: 1 cm of textual records.

Language of the material:

English

French

Note [generalNote]:

1 newspaper has been separated and stored in Map cabinet 37-3, Drawer 3.

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Publication status:

published

Research series
Date: 1964 - 2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series consists of research material about Brutinel's life. It includes several biographical
sketches about Brutinel, correspondence between Baylaucq and the Ville de Tarbes archives to obtain
Brutinel's marriage and divorce papers, and Brutinel's genealogy. There is also correspondence
between Pierre Brutinel and Jack Wallace, a researcher who worked on a biography of Brutinel. An
excerpt of Wallace's manuscript is also included. This series is arranged into three files: Biography
(2014.22.112), Civil documents and Genealogy (2014.22.113), and Jack Wallace (2014.22.114).

Physical description: 3 cm of textual records.

Language of the material:

English
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French

Note [generalNote]:

1 newspaper has been separated and stored in Map cabinet 37-3, Drawer 3.

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Publication status:

published

File / item list

Reference code Title Dates Physical description
2014.22.112 File - Biography 1964 - 1980 1 cm of textual records.

Scope and content:

This file consists of various biographical sketches written about Brutinel.

Note [generalNote]:

1 newspaper has been separated and stored in Map cabinet 37-3, Drawer 3.

2014.22.113 File - Civil documents and genealogy 2008 .5 cm of textual records.

Scope and content:

This file consists of correspondence between Baylaucq and the Ville de Tarbes archives requesting the
marriage certificate and divorce papers of Brutinel and Marie Calamun. There is a photocopy of the
marriage registry. There is also genealogical research done by Dominique Baylaucq of Brutinel's family
tree.

2014.22.114 File - Jack Wallace - correspondence and
manuscript

1980 1 cm of textual records.

Scope and content:

This file consists of correspondence between Pierre Brutinel and Jack Wallace about Wallace's work on
Brutinel's biography. There is also a chapter from Wallace's manuscript.
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